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Motivation

Using Named Entity Recognition
as a Classification Heuristic

Data
Compiled corpus of articles from the field of Bioinformatics 
(n=9741), including PLoS Computational Biology, BMC 
Bioinformatics and Oxford Press Bioinformatics.

Extracted author contribution statement and acknowledgment 
section of each article.  

To experiment with combining methods of classification that are quick but uncertain with qualitative methods that are slow but certain.

-
<Persons> named Grant were some times confused with grants 
(and vice versa).

<Misc> entities were unreliable, erroneously tagging adjectives 
like “Open Access” and “Dutch” or organizations like "Abagyan 
Lab".

<Organizations> wrongly included things like "DNA"
<Organizations> with compound names were often spliced in 
two (e.g. "Center for <ORGANIZATION>Insect Science</
ORGANIZATION> at the <ORGANIZATION>University of 
Arizona</ORGANIZATION>).  

In this work, we ask:

1. Can out-of-the-box NLP tools help evaluate the quality of 
a corpus of acknowledgment statements? 

2. Can they identify “entity rich” acknowledgments on which 
to focus initial analysis?

3. How can we economically leverage tools that deliver 
quantitative results to support qualitative enquiry?

Results

<ORGANIZATION>   30227
<PERSON>               21990

<LOCATION>              4842
<MISC>                       2270

59,329 Entities extracted Manually reviewed subset (n=2000)
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Slight downward trend in number of acknowledged individuals per 
article per year, corresponding with slight upward trend in number of 
authors per article per year. 
Unclear whether this reflects an actual trend in authorship/
acknowledgement practices, but the Stanford NER results quickly 
pointed us to an area for future research.

The “acknowledgments” section of a journal article

<Persons><Organizations> 

Parsed acknowledgement texts with the Stanford NER 4 class 
model trained to recognize and tag persons, organizations, 
locations and miscellaneous “other” entities.
 
Assessed a random sample of the <Person> and <Organization> 
results (n=1000 each) to review the NER’s efficacy.

What Works?

This poster presents preliminary findings from a larger project exploring "paratexts" of attribution and labor 
found in formally published journal articles Want Data? https://github.com/akthom/
paratextsanddocumentarypractices

Nota Bene

What Doesn't Work?
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To explore evidence of cooperative work embedded in journal article paratexts (acknowledgment statements, author attribution, etc).


